Speaker
Profile

Phil Preston

Collaboration Speaker
• Dynamic and super-effective teams
• Collaboration skills for leaders
• Strategies for competitive advantage
Phil draws on years of experience to help realise the
collaborative potential of your people, projects and
partnerships. He combines subject matter expertise
with an engaging presentation style to take
audiences on a journey of insight and inspiration.

Phil’s engaging style, thought
leadership and practical case
studies added huge value to each
delegate and the overarching
program. - Australian Food &
Grocery Council
Thanks Phil for leading us
through partnerships and
collaborations that push the
boundaries … Excellent
presentation! - Executive
Management Council of Australia
Your presentation was creative,
engaging and set the scene for
the rest of the day - NSW Local
Land Services
Phil pitched his presentation just
right for our audience, and in a
very thought provoking and
entertaining way - FICPI Australia

Phil travels from Sydney (or
LAX for US assignments)

Collaborations and partnerships are vital in responding to
complex challenges, with global CEOs rating collaboration skills
as a premium capability. However, when collaborative processes
falter or fade, people get stressed, projects run over time and
budget and opportunities are squandered.
That’s where Phil comes in, outlining how to avoid these
common traps and providing a road map for success.
Phil is sought after for his ability to break down the technical
and human sides of collaboration processes, and creating
actionable learning for audiences.
He makes use of storytelling, interactions, participation and a
splash of dry humour to create an engaging and enjoyable
experience.
Phil’s clients range from blue chip corporations through to
government departments and non-profit organisations, and he’s
worked in boardrooms, basketball courts and the back of
Bourke (literally).
Career highlights include keynoting at future leaders
conferences, leading boardroom strategy discussions and
facilitating complex projects tackling indigenous and youth
employment challenges.

Make contact via phil@philpreston.com.au or
call +61 408 259 633

Phil’s Keynote & Workshop Topic Areas:
Collaboration for Success in the New Economy

PERFORMANCE

LEADERSHIP

TRANSFORMATION

Cracking the Collaborative Team
Code

Becoming the Complete
Collaborative Leader

Shared Value as a Source of
Competitive Advantage

A surefire way of building dynamic,
energised and super-effective teams

Helping your leaders respond to
uncertainty, complexity and change

Developing innovative approaches to
productivity and growth challenges

For …
• Executives, leaders and managers
responsible for team performance
• Hierarchical and cross-functional
teams

For …
• Executives, leaders and senior
managers dealing with complex
internal and external challenges
• Executive education programs

For …
• Company directors, executives,
leaders, Innovators, change makers
• CSR & sustainability personnel
• Executive education programs

Learning …
• Why collaboration is critical for
team and organisational success
• Common challenges to overcome in
(re)building team dynamics
• The key features of dynamic,
energised and effective teams
• Balancing technical and human
factors (including difficult people!)
• Values and behaviours checklist
• Identifying a key actions area

Learning …
• Why collaboration is a premium
capability for leaders
• Defining collaborative leadership
• The shift in mindset required for
managing complexity
• The major challenges to overcome
as a leader / facilitator
• A framework (5 x 5 x 5) for
assessment and improvement
• Identifying a key actions area

Learning …
• How and why ‘shared value’
principles were developed
• Examples of the principles in action
• The role of collaboration
• How it differs from corporate social
responsibility
• Five ways to start exploring your
own strategic advantages
• Tips for managing human elements
of the design process

Formats …
• A plenary keynote if teamwork and
collaboration is a high priority
• Concurrent session
• Half or full day workshop
• A tailored working session to
address a specific challenge

Formats …
• A plenary keynote if teamwork and
collaboration is a high priority
• Concurrent session
• Half or full day workshop
• Integration into an existing
leadership program

Formats …
• A plenary keynote
• Concurrent session, board or
executive briefing
• Half or full day masterclass
• A tailored working session to
address a specific challenge

Phil’s topics suit executives,

Tailored working sessions,

leaders, senior managers and
professionals looking to improve
performance and professional
development.

boardroom briefings and project
reviews are also available.

His primary goal is to meet your
event objectives.

assist in drafting session
descriptions.

On request, he will provide a
short video introduction and

Make contact with Phil via phil@philpreston.com.au or
call +61 408 259 633

